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Agenda 2021 50th British Patent Information Professionals (BPIP) Meeting 
Hosted virtually by Christopher Harrison, Head of IP Analytics and Data Insights 

Intellectual Property Office, Newport 
Wednesday, 10 November 2021  

08:30 – 17:00 
 

MS Teams (details sent separately) is the platform for the meeting 
 

08:30-09:10 
  Welcome & Introduction from the Meeting Chair (Chris Harrison) 

Chairperson’s Report (Nathan Pennington) 
Secretary’s Report (Jeanette Eldridge) 

09:10-09:55  
Matters and Actions arising from the 49th BPIP meeting minutes 
Reports from representatives of BPIP at other organisations’ meetings  
(CEPIUG Board, SACEPO/PDI, WIPO) 

 
09:55-10:10 Break 
 
10:10-10:55 Strategic alignment of patent information to the business innovation process 

(Geetha Basappa) 
 
10:55-11:30 Since last BPIP meeting, other meetings feedback  

(PIUG annual conference, IPI ConfEx connect, CEPIUG annual meeting, etc.) 
 
11:30-11:45 Break 
 
11:45-12:30 Structure searching or not?  

Personal thoughts on why and when and a little on how to search for chemical 
(sub)structures (Nigel Smith) 

 
12:30-13:15 Lunch 

 
13:15-14:00 The future of patent searching 

(on the role of the patent searcher and where the future opportunities lie) (Jeremy O’Hare) 
 
14:00-14:30 BPIP internal roles (Jeanette Eldridge) 
 
14:30-14:45 Planning ahead for 51st meeting celebratory event to mark 50 meetings milestone 

 (Chris Harrison) 
 

14:45-15:15 Break 
 

15:15-16:00 Where do we go from here? Starting a patent system 
(If you had to design a patent system from scratch, what would it look like? (Stephen Adams) 

 
16:00-16:30 Comments and current issues re hosts, databases, search systems, analytics tools, etc. 

General Tips & Tricks 
 
16:30-17:00 Any Other Business  

Meeting round up 
 
17:00  Close 
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https://830dc142-a43f-408e-bdab-4e3c781b4d93.filesusr.com/ugd/5bbbaa_ea48076df249474487db06b594e924fa.pdf
https://830dc142-a43f-408e-bdab-4e3c781b4d93.filesusr.com/ugd/5bbbaa_3f62b1cf61984ff89063a6dbe8582450.pdf
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Presentation abstracts 
 
Strategic alignment of patent information to the business innovation process (Geetha Basappa) 
For a technology company, patents are  one of the most important forms of intellectual property (IP),  both as 
an asset and a strategic tool.  Due to the vastness and techno legal nature of patent information,  the 
uninitiated may find it quite difficult to navigate and extract the best value from this resource. Large corporate 
technology organisations have their own, many times complex innovation  and commercialisation processes. 
To ensure that maximum value is extracted from freely available patent information,  it is imperative that IP 
processes are strategically aligned and intertwined with  other organisational processes. During this 
presentation ways to  strategically  align IP processes with the innovation and commercialisation processes 
and  extract value from patent information and will be presented. 
 
Structure searching or not? (Nigel Smith) 
Personal thoughts on why and when and a little on how to search for chemical (sub)structures; from his 
viewpoint of 40 years in the industry, applying his extensive chemical knowledge and search expertise as a 
Senior Patent Information Analyst at Unilever, Nigel provides us with his insights on how this particular area of 
patent searching has developed and changed over that time. 
 
The future of patent searching (Jeremy O’Hare) 
This presentation will assess current trends in patent applications, current and future technologies and its 
impact on the role of the patent searcher. Jeremy will be speaking of his experience working in the public 
sector but will be broadening out the presentation to include all industries related to searching. Findings 
presented are designed to open up a conversation rather than to be a final word! 
 
Where do we go from here? Starting a patent system (Stephen Adams) 
The departure from a political or trade bloc (Brexit?), or the reordering of a national boundary (IndyRef2?) can 
give us an opportunity to start from a blank sheet of paper.  What would a modern patent office look like, if 
designed from ground zero, with no historical practices or standards to be accommodated?  This talk will give a 
bird’s-eye view of the considerations in founding a modern IP agency, ranging from the international treaties 
or agreements which might be adopted (or rejected), to the minutiae of preparing documentation to be fully 
WIPO-compliant.  There may be trouble ahead…. 
 


